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Mediation in Wonderland
Last year marked the 150th anniversary of the publica on of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
by Lewis Carroll. In that book and in its companion, Through the Looking Glass, Alice meets characters
behaving in unexpected ways. Many are in conflict. In fact, the whole of Through the Looking Glass
seems to be a chess game between the red characters and the white.
Last fall, cas ng around for hypothe cals for a media on ethics class, I thought I would try to
write some featuring Alice. The class was well received, and in honor of Alice’s anniversary I’d like to
share a few of Alice’s “cases” here. (The drawings are by Sir John Tenniel, made for the original Alice
books.)

Lion v. Unicorn

The Lion has sued the Unicorn in small claims court, where Alice is a mediator. The day for trial
has arrived, and the sheriﬀ has been unable to serve the Unicorn. Alice is not surprised, because she
has always been told that unicorns are imaginary.

Nevertheless, she takes me to chat with the Lion outside the courtroom. He is rather elderly and a bit confused, and has a hard me understanding who Alice is, although
he is clear on why he has come to court.
To Alice’s surprise, a horse-like creature with a single horn shows up ready to mediate. The creature explains that he is not the Unicorn named in the suit, but he is another
unicorn here to represent the interests of the Unicorn.
Before Alice goes ahead with the media on, she finds herself wondering about
some prac cal and ethical ques ons. Can media on go ahead if one party has not been
properly served? Can media on go ahead with a representa ve of one of the par es
standing in for the party? What kinds of decisions does Alice have to make about the pares before beginning or con nuing the media on?
If Alice stops the media on for some reason, can she report to the court that the
Lion appeared? That the Unicorn sent a representa ve? Can she report her reason for
stopping the media on?
How would you answer?
Here are some observa ons based on good prac ce, Virginia’s Standards of Ethics
and Professional Responsibility for CerƟfied Mediators (the Standards), and the media on
statutes.
First, yes, par es can mediate even if one party has not been served, if all sides
agree. In fact, par es can mediate even before they file suit, if that suits them.
Yes, media on can go ahead with a representa ve. To take a common example,
corpora ons, like unicorns, are seldom seen, but they mediate all the me through their
representa ves.
This brings up the first real ethical obliga on of Alice. Under Part C of the Standards, Alice has an ongoing obliga on to assess the appropriateness of media on. For media on to be appropriate, the representa ve must have the power to nego ate a se lement. Some mes businesses will send a clerk or salesman to court to tes fy while the
business manager stays at work. That’s fine for a small claims trial, where the judge only
needs to hear the witnesses, but it won’t work for media on, where a decision-maker
needs to be involved. Some mes a business will send an agent with the power to nego ate, but the final deal will need to go back to the boss for approval. That can work in media on; however, out of fairness, the other side needs to understand the situa on and
agree to nego ate with the representa ve.
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Alice faces a more cklish assessment ques on: is the Lion competent to represent himself?
The Lion seemed confused when Alice first spoke to him. Alice may want to talk further in private
with the Lion or may want to look for signs of reduced competence during orienta on. The Standards clearly state her obliga on to assess whether media on is appropriate is ongoing. At any me
during the media on if Alice decides the Lion is not competent to represent himself, she should stop
the process.
If she stops the process, what can she report to the court? Part H of the Standards and Secon § 8.01-576.9 of the Virginia Code require Alice to report whether an agreement was reached or
the fact that the orienta on session or media on did not occur. Unless the par es have agreed otherwise, Alice should report nothing more to the court.
By the way, good prac ce in preserving confiden ality has two parts: making sure the par es
have mutual, reasonable expecta ons about confiden ality, and then honoring those expecta ons.
During orienta on, Alice should discuss what she might report to the court so there are no surprises
later on.

Humpty Dumpty v. All the King’s Men
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Alice served as mediator in a suit between Humpty Dumpty and All the King’s Men. It
was a very prominent lawsuit, and in the end the two sides decided to release the terms of
their se lement to the press. However, no ma er how loudly Humpty Dumpty repeated
the terms to reporters, they could not seem to understand the passage that began, “Twas
brillig and the slithy toves did gyre and gimble in the wabe.”
Alice had discussed the meaning of this passage carefully with the par es during the
media on, and Humpty Dumpty would like Alice to explain it now to the reporter. What
should Alice do? Would it make a diﬀerence if the request were to explain it to the judge?
To Humpty Dumpty’s a orney? Would it make a diﬀerence if the other party, the King’s
Men, also agreed that Alice should explain the agreement?
Alice can probably find the answer to these ques ons in the agreement to mediate.
In a court-referred case, and in all cases conducted by a cer fied mediator, the agreement
must include the basic statutory excep ons to confiden ality. You can find these in Part H
of the Standards or Sec ons 8.01-576.10 and -581.22 of the Virginia Code.
A mediator cannot talk about the case to the press, to a orneys, or to the judge unless the par es all agree in wri ng. The story might be diﬀerent if one of the par es challenged the mediator’s conduct or if one of the other specific excep ons came into play, but
on the simple facts presented here, Alice would need Humpty Dumpty and All the King’s
Men to give her a wri en release.
Even with permission, would explaining the agreement be good prac ce? I would
argue it is not. Alice risks viola ng her duty of impar ality under Part G of the Standards.
This part requires Alice to both be impar al and appear impar al to others. It can be hard
to appear impar al as a spokesperson to the press. To take the worst case, how would Alice
look if she made a statement and one of the par es protested, “No, that’s not what I meant
at all!”
By the way, this problem of confusing language is one that a good mediator should
try to catch at the media on table before the se lement is signed. Agreement language
has to be easy to understand both for the par es and for outsiders like judges who may
have to make decisions based on the wri en se lement.
During the wri ng of the agreement, if Alice sees a word like “brillig” that confuses
her or might confuse a judge, she should ask the par es, “What do you mean by ‘brillig’?” It
may be that the par es have diﬀerent ideas about what this unusual word means. It may
be that they actually do agree, but then Alice could say, “The judge is going to want to understand this agreement. Can we come up with other words here or add details to make it
clearer?” In that way, without rewri ng the agreement herself, Alice can get the par es to
arrive at a be er statement of their understanding.
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In this case, even though the agreement is already signed, Alice might invite the sides
back into the media on room to dra a joint statement to the press. That way, any explana ons
will come from the par es, in their own words, and not from Alice.

***
Alice had four other cases during her adventure. If anyone is interested, please email me
at kenro@syenco.com and I will be happy to share the course materials that describe them.
SubmiƩed by Ken Rosenbaum, JD, General District Court cerƟfied mediator and mentor. Ken
is the founder/principal of Sylvan Environmental Consultants (Syenco), a policy development
and consensus-building firm in Falls Church, Virginia, and he is the ethics point person for the
Environment and Public Policy secƟon of the AssociaƟon for Conflict ResoluƟon.
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